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Overview

● What is vulnerability?
● Who is vulnerable?
● What are the key challenges in a 

digital age?
● What is the CMA doing?
● What can we all do about it?
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What is vulnerability?
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• Definition and Scope
• Able to be wounded or hurt
• Power imbalance?

• Legally
• UCPD – vulnerable by age, credulity or 

physical / mental infirmity
• Equality Act creates protected characteristics 

including disability – can’t discriminate

• Potential problems
• Exploitation of vulnerability
• Targets for scams?
• Protected by price sensitive consumers?
• Does data now allow identification and 

targeting of individuals?
• Does poverty entail vulnerability?



Who is vulnerable?
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• We’re all vulnerable (sometimes), but some more than others…
• Both Risk and Impact are relevant

• Personal characteristics
• Disability 
• Age?
• Income?
• Resilience?

• Situational or market-specific
• Complexity
• Specific markets creating pressure
• Health / Mental Health impact on decisions 

• ‘Created’ vulnerability
• ‘Confusopoly’ – deliberate confusion
• Exploitation of assumptions
• Abuse of power



What are the key challenges?
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• Engaging the most vulnerable groups
• Challenge to identify / reach the most vulnerable
• Some may resist definition e.g. elderly
• New practices create new vulnerabilities

• Protection of individuals
• How to balance the protection of vulnerable vs. 

ability of the market to seek efficiency
• How much protection? Of whom? And by whom?

• Algorithmic discrimination
• Deliberate or accidental
• Protected characteristics
• Outcome regulation?

• Costs for business
• Who pays? 
• And who decides?



What did the CMA do?
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• Major Programme of work in 2018 centred 
on consumer vulnerability
• Research
• Stakeholder engagement
• Roundtables and symposium

• https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/consumer-
vulnerability-challenges-and-potential-solutions/consumer-
vulnerability-challenges-and-potential-solutions
• Inclusive design
• Data and intermediaries
• Changing business practices
• Regulating outcomes

• Loyalty penalty super complaint
• September 2018 – 90 days to respond

• https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/loyalty-penalty-super-
complaint

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/consumer-vulnerability-challenges-and-potential-solutions/consumer-vulnerability-challenges-and-potential-solutions


What is the CMA doing?
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• Strategy
• One of four central issues for CMA
• Prioritise cases and projects where consumers 

are losing out due to vulnerability
• Loyalty penalty and poverty premium
• Digital markets focus and Reform

• Vulnerability in our markets work
• Energy market investigation – price caps for 

specific vulnerable groups on pre-payment 
meters

• Care Homes market study
• Funerals market study and investigation

• Vulnerability in our consumer work
• Care homes enforcement – refunds for unfair fees
• Online dating enforcement
• Marketing to children
• Online gambling enforcement



What can we all do?
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• Share
• Best practice by business or regulators
• Understanding of how markets and traders may 

deepen or exploit vulnerability 

• Think
• About vulnerability as a core part of your projects
• Consider how to empower vulnerable 

consumers and their representative groups
• How to strike the balance between protection 

and market freedom
• How to ensure that resilience is considered
• Is society comfortable with exploitation or 

discrimination?
• When is intervention necessary?
• Is post-event enforcement suitable for fast-

moving online markets?



What can we all do?
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• Require
• Traders to consider vulnerability 
• Legal and social protection for the most 

vulnerable in society
• Non-discrimination (direct and indirect) 

within pricing and other market features

• Deliver joint projects
• Raising awareness of vulnerability
• Marketing to children – ICPEN
• Platform and intermediary responsibility
• Data analysis around vulnerability
• Ensure more effective co-operation (see 

yesterday’s slides for more)
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